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1. Introduction
Recently, Matrix theory was proposed as the first nonperturbative formulation of
string theory. It may be thought of as a quantization of eleven-dimensional M-theory,
with a light-like direction compactified. The Matrix theory is formulated in terms of the
maximally supersymmetric U(N) gauged quantum mechanics. The momentum along the
compactified direction is identified with the integer N . By taking the large N limit, it is
hoped a complete definition of uncompactified M-theory may be recovered. The Matrix
formulation of M-theory is reviewed in [1].
Since Matrix theory gives us a nonperturbative formulation of quantum gravity, it
should allow us to answer the long-standing questions in quantum black hole physics.
Finding a statistical interpretation for black hole entropy is one of these important ques-
tions. Much progress has been made in this area in recent years, with the use of D-brane
technology in string theory to give the first microscopic calculation of the entropy for cer-
tain supersymmetric and near-supersymmetric black holes [2]. However these techniques
have not been helpful in the study of black holes far from supersymmetric configurations,
where it seems that string perturbation theory breaks down. Matrix theory should be use-
ful in this situation. A number of recent works [3] have recovered the scaling of the black
hole entropy with horizon area via Matrix theory, however an exact treatment leading to
the full Bekenstein-Hawking formula for the black hole entropy has been lacking.
In the present work we will use the fact that, in the large N limit, Matrix theory
can be thought of as an induced theory of gravity, to map the counting of black hole
microstates to the original Gibbons-Hawking calculation [4] of the thermodynamic black
hole entropy. In the calculation of [4], the black hole entropy arises from a boundary
term that appears in the spacetime action, which is evaluated on a sphere of large radius
surrounding the black hole. In this limit, the linearized approximation is valid, and it is
precisely these terms that are induced via a one-loop calculation in Matrix theory. Non-
renormalization theorems protect these terms from receiving corrections higher order in
the coupling [5]. To complete the calculation, we assume Matrix theory corresponds to the
discretized light-cone quantization of a theory with eleven-dimensional Lorentz invariance,
and apply the Noether procedure to obtain the non-linear form of the effective action. This
allows us to obtain a relation between the periodicity in time at infinity and the black hole
mass, by demanding the absence of conical singularities on the event horizon. As we will
explain, this allows us to map the counting of black hole microstates in Matrix theory to
the Gibbons-Hawking calculation of the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy. This is a realization
of the idea that black hole entropy naturally has a statistical interpretation in any theory
where gravity is induced by integrating out degrees of freedom at one loop [6,7].
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2. Collective Fields for Large N Matrix Theory
Kabat and Taylor [8] have defined a matrix analog of the stress energy tensor, and
electric and magnetic currents of the three-form gauge field of M-theory. Related results
also appear in [9]. The components of the stress energy tensor, which we will need in the
following, are given by the formulae
T−− =
1
R
STr
F
96
T−i =
1
R
STr
(
1
2
X˙iX˙jX˙j +
1
4
X˙iF jkF jk + F ijF jkX˙k
)
T+− =
1
R
STr
(
1
2
X˙iX˙i +
1
4
F ijF ij
)
T ij =
1
R
STr
(
X˙iX˙j + F ikF kj
)
T+i =
1
R
STr X˙i
T++ =
1
R
Tr 1 ,
(2.1)
where STr denotes a trace over N ×N matrices, symmetrized over products of F ij . Here
Xi are the N ×N matrices, F0i = ∂Xi/∂t, Fij = i[Xi,Xj] and
F = 24F0iF0iF0jF0j + 24F0iF0iFjkFjk + 96F0iF0jFikFkj
+ 24FijFjkFklFli − 6FijFijFklFkl .
(2.2)
We will actually need the full matrix expressions, which we obtain by dropping the trace in
(2.1), and which we denote by TµνM . The following conventions will be used: µ, ν = 0, · · · , 10
denotes eleven-dimensional spacetime indices with signature (−+ · · ·+); i, j = 1, · · · , 9 are
transverse spatial indices; ηµν denotes the eleven-dimensional Minkowski metric; x
± =
1√
2
(x0 ± x10); x− ∼ x− + 2piR. The time parameter of the Matrix theory t is to be
identified with x+ and X˙ = dX/dt.
We now wish to use the expressions (2.1) to define a collective field which describes
low-energy excitations about a smooth background, in a linearized approximation. Let us
first define the quantities
Tµν(xi, t) =
∫ (dk⊥
2pi
)9
eikix
i
STr e−ikiX
i
TµνM (t) . (2.3)
We then define our collective field hµν(xi, t) via the equations
h¯µν = hµν − 1
2
ηµνhρρ
∇2h¯µν(xi, t) = −16piGTµν(xi, t) ,
(2.4)
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where ∇2 only acts on the transverse coordinates. Here 16piG = (2pi)8l9p defines the Planck
length, and we take 2pil3p = R.
The key point that follows from [8] is that, in the large N limit, hµν may be identified
with the spacetime metric gµν = ηµν+hµν , at least to the extent that the linearized gravity
equations may be trusted, |hµν | ≪ 1. To see this from the matrix approach, one considers
a block diagonal background for the matrices Xi, which consists of two nontrivial blocks Xˆ
and X˜, and integrates out the off-diagonal degrees of freedom to give a one-loop effective
action. This yields a potential that takes the form
V = −15R
2
4r7
(
Tˆµν T˜µν − 1
9
Tˆµµ T˜
ν
ν
)
, (2.5)
where r ≡√∑(xˆi − x˜i)2, and Tˆ and T˜ are obtained by substituting Xˆ and X˜ respectively
into (2.1). This agrees with the tree-level result obtained via a classical supergravity
calculation, in the sector with zero longitudinal momentum transfer. This is the sector
relevant in the present work, as we will consider the limit where r ≫ R, when the x−
dependence drops out of the quantities of interest. We may therefore regard Matrix theory
as a realization of induced linearized gravity.
The idea of inducing gravity via integrating out a set of field theory degrees of freedom
in a nontrivial background spacetime has a long history [10]. Here the difference is that we
have induced gravity in eleven dimensions by integrating out a set of quantum mechanical
degrees of freedom, rather than eleven-dimensional field theoretic degrees of freedom. In
fact we have only induced linearized gravity - the full nonlinear supergravity equations of
motion are only expected to be recovered in an all orders treatment of the matrix quantum
mechanics.
3. Counting Black Hole Microstates
We may now use this set of observations to give a microscopic derivation of the
Bekenstein-Hawking entropy for a black hole. In fact, it has already been pointed out
[6,7], that any theory of induced gravity will naturally give a statistical interpretation for
black hole entropy, and we may apply that basic observation here, although there are some
important differences in the way this comes out of Matrix theory, as will be seen in the
following. Black hole entropy in theories of induced gravity has been further studied in
[11].
Let us see how the computation of the black hole entropy proceeds in this framework.
We will follow the logic of Gibbons and Hawking [4], and continue to imaginary time,
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which is periodically identified with period β. Physically, this should be thought of as a
black hole in equilibrium with a heat bath at inverse temperature β. The heat bath will
carry an entropy extensive in the size of the system. However we may always isolate the
contribution of a black hole by taking the large mass limit, provided the size of the system
is suitably adjusted to prevent finite size effects becoming important.
The quantity β will later be determined by a self-consistency argument. To represent
a black hole configuration in spacetime, we impose the condition that the field hµν satisfy
the linearized gravity equations appropriate to an object of mass M at rest.
For simplicity, we consider the case with no angular momentum and no electric or mag-
netic charges, but the generalization to non-zero angular momentum and electric charge
is straightforward, using the matrix expressions for these quantities appearing in [8]. In-
cluding magnetic charge is rather more subtle as the matrix expressions for the magnetic
currents are not well understood.
Because the x− direction is compactified, we must have M/
√
2 = Nbh/R for some
integer Nbh < N . Asymptotically, the field hµν has non-zero components
h00 =
2Mˆ
r7
hij = δij
Mˆ
4r7
,
(3.1)
where we have defined
Mˆ =
5GM
24
√
2pi4R
. (3.2)
The effective action that generates the linearized equations of motion for the field
gµ = ηµν + hµν takes the usual Einstein-Hilbert form, plus a boundary term [4],
Iˆ = − 1
16piG
∫
M
√−gR− 1
8piG
∫
∂M
√
−hˆ(K −K0) , (3.3)
where M is the eleven-dimensional space, K is the second fundamental form of ∂M in
the metric g, and hˆ is the induced metric on ∂M. K0 is the second fundamental form
of the boundary embedded in flat space. It is to be understood that these curvatures are
evaluated in the linearized gravity limit. Although the boundary term does not affect the
equations of motion, it is necessary for a well-defined action, which must depend on at
most single derivatives of the metric.
We now wish to compute the number of matrix states that give rise to a metric of the
form (3.1), with hµν related to the matrix variables by equation (2.4). This corresponds
to evaluating the partition function
Tr e−βMH = e−Iˆ+··· , (3.4)
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using the low-energy effective action, where in the trace on the left we restrict to states
that give rise to an expectation value for hµν as in (3.1). Here H is the Matrix theory
Hamiltonian. The additional terms denoted · · · on the right-hand side arise from higher
order quantum corrections to the leading term in the effective action. We assume, at least
in the large N limit, that the gravitational coupling is not renormalized beyond one loop
in the matrix quantum mechanics.1 βM is related to the periodicity in time of the black
hole solution by βM = β/
√
2. Since we wish the states to be periodic in x0 with period β,
we must project onto states invariant under an additional shift of βM in the x
− direction
as we shift by βM in the x
+ direction.
The microscopic entropy may then be computed by evaluating the right-hand side of
(3.4) and is given by
S = β〈E〉 − Iˆ , (3.5)
where the energy is
〈E〉 = ∂Iˆ
∂β
. (3.6)
We have thus mapped the counting of states in Matrix theory onto the original Gibbons-
Hawking calculation of the thermodynamic black hole entropy. It is crucial here that
only the linearized part of the supergravity theory contributes to the action Iˆ through
the boundary term, which is evaluated on a sphere of large radius. In the limit that the
radius r ≫ R, the x− dependence of the integrand in the boundary term drops out. Note
we must keep R finite for this argument to work. Precisely this contribution is induced
by a one-loop calculation in Matrix theory, and therefore corresponds to a counting of
microstates. It remains then to evaluate the right-hand side of the equation (3.4). This
follows the usual Gibbons-Hawking calculation, and therefore works for an arbitrary black
hole, or black p-brane.
Finally we must fix the value of β. This should be regarded as another boundary
condition that fixes the kind of spacetime states we wish to count. It may be seen that the
form of the metric (3.1), inevitably leads to an event horizon where the linearized approx-
imation to supergravity breaks down. Fortunately, the evaluation of Iˆ did not depend on
the details of the metric in this region. If we assume that Matrix theory is the discretized
light-cone quantization of a theory which at least at low energies has eleven-dimensional
1 Non-renormalization theorems have now been established that protect these terms from cor-
rections at higher order in the coupling [5].
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Lorentz invariance2, it follows that the nonlinear completion of (3.3) must take the form
of eleven-dimensional supergravity (plus appropriate boundary terms). One can make an
argument analogous to [13] to see that once the effects of gravitational self-interaction are
included, the full nonlinear supergravity equations are reproduced by following the Noether
procedure. These nonlinear equations then determine the correct behavior of the metric
near the horizon. The inverse temperature is determined by demanding that the metric,
which we want to identify with the physical metric, does not contain conical singularities at
the horizon. While states with singularities at the horizon are certainly present in Matrix
theory, we should not regard such states as black holes.
As an example, let us consider for simplicity a black string in eleven dimensions, which
lives in the (x0, x10) plane. As shown in [14], the black string will only be stable if R is
much less than the horizon radius. Asymptotically the metric takes the form (3.1), which
yields an action
Iˆ =
pi3βRMˆ
27
√
2G
. (3.7)
For the black string case the complete nonlinear equations of motion give a metric
with no conical singularities for
β =
4pi
7
(2Mˆ)
1
7 . (3.8)
Substituting into (3.5) we find the final formula for the statistical entropy of black
string microstates from Matrix theory
S =
A
4G
, (3.9)
where A is the area of the event horizon. This of course agrees with the thermodynamic
entropy of Bekenstein and Hawking.
4. Comments
In the this letter we have shown the counting of black hole microstates in Matrix
theory is mapped onto the Gibbons-Hawking calculation of the black hole entropy. We have
presented the computation for M-theory with a null direction compactified. The calculation
generalizes in a completely straightforward way to M-theory further compactified on T d
2 It should be emphasized this assumption of Lorentz invariance is not proven. However, it
has been argued [12], that if a Lorentz invariant eleven-dimensional description of M-theory does
exist at the quantum level, it must be described in discretized light-cone formulation by Matrix
theory.
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for d ≤ 5, when Matrix theory has a description in terms of a d+ 1-dimensional quantum
field theory with U(N) gauge symmetry.
For M-theory compactified on tori with d > 5 we run into the problem that the U(N)
matrix fields are not the only degrees of freedom present [12]. Nevertheless, it is natural to
expect that the degrees of freedom giving rise to black hole entropy will arise from U(N)
matrix fields in an analogous way. Likewise there are technical complications when we try
to compactify M-theory on curved backgrounds [15], but we expect the present picture will
carry over to that case as well.
It should be noted that the usual interpretation of black hole entropy in induced
gravity [6,7] is as entanglement entropy between quantum fields outside and inside of the
black hole horizon. In Matrix theory, the event horizon emerges as a collective effect in
the large N quantum mechanics. There does not appear to be a natural definition of
the horizon location directly in terms of the matrix variables. Therefore it seems most
appropriate to think of the entropy in Matrix theory as a direct counting of states rather
than measuring quantum entanglement.
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